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CORRIGENDUM 1

Page 2, line 28: Insert the words "other currency or" after
"such ".

It 7, first part of last paragraph, headed "23gulation 16 ", to read:

" Regulation 16: Mr. SIEGEL (Secretary) noted

the amendment of the title of the Chapter, which now
read: "Salaries and Allowances ",instead of simply
"Salaries ". Amendments had been proposed "

" 8, line 26 should read: "Mr. IIALSTEAD (Canada) said the
Canadian delegation had al:vays been"

,r

r

9, lines 9 and 10 : Delete the words "meant that the Board

would have to consider exceptions from the United
Nations scales ", and insdrt:

"being authorized to make exceptions from the
United Nationi plan, recognized the importance
of making specific provision for the particular
requirements of the World Health Organization,
which may properly differ from tho,o of the
United Nations."

", linos 28 - 31 should read: " the basis used was always the
permanent assiÿnment. Provision would undoubted-
ly have to be made to provide for temporary as-
signments of staff without affecting their normal
status ,"
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1. CONTINUATION OF DISCUSSION ON PROPOSED FINANCIAL REGULATIONS:
12,2.5 of Provisional Agenda (Off.Rec4WHO, No.10, page 34;

Document A /AF /17)

Regulation 19 (continued):

At the request of the CHAIRMAN, MLMULLER (Switzerland) replied

to the question which had been asked by the delegate of France at

the conclusion of the previous meeting as to whether each country

would be free to convert Swiss francs into United States dollars.

The answer was in the affirmative. From the point of view of the

Swiss authorities it was preferable that such transactions should

be carried out by the Organization and not by the individual Members.

A draft agreement between the Organization and the Swiss Federal

Council was being recommended by the'Legal Committee to the Health

Assembly under which the Organization might convert money from any

currency into any other currency in Switzerland without difficulty:

Members themselves wishing to convert currencies would have to

apply through the Federal Bank,

M. Muller added that his delegation considered the document

(A /AF /17) produced by the working party entirely satisfactory.

Dr. BJORNSSON (Norway) asked permission to withdraw the

proposal his delegation had made at the previous meeting for an

amendment to regulation 19 as drafted by the working party and to

substitute the following :

Annual contributions and advances to the working
capital fund shall be assessed and paid in either United

States dollars or Swiss francs: provided that payment of
the whole or part of these contributions may be made in

such currencies as the Director-General, in consultation
with the Executive Boa_fd, shall have determined,

The amendment of Norway was seconded by Dr, UNGAR (Czecho-

slovakia) and supported by L RAFFARD (France) and Dr. BARAN

(Ukrainian SSR).
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There being no opposition, the amendment of the Norwegian

delegation was accepted.

Regulation 19, as submitted by the working party was approved

as amended.

Decision: That the Provisional Financial Regulations as amended,
having been accepted in toto by the committee, should be recommended
to the Health Assembly. r,

2. PROPOSED STAFF REGULATIONS: 2.2.4 of Provisional Agenda

(Off.Rec.WH0 No.10, page 30, and Documents A /AF /6, ¿ /AF /6,

Corr,l, A /Â? /7 and A /AF /16)

Regulation 11: M. SIEGEL (Secretary) presented the new draft

of this regulation contained in document A /AF /6, Corr.1

With due regard to Article 35 of the Constitution,
appointments to posts in the Secretariat shall be made as
far as practicable on a competitive basis.

The CHAIRMAN said there were now several proposals before the

committee: the new draft of the Secretariat, as read; the proposal

of the delegation of El Salvador, and the proposal of the delegation

of India, that the regulation as drafted in document A/AF /7 should

be accepted.

It was proposed by Dr. van Zile HYDE (United States of America)

and seconded by Dr. BJORNSCON (Norway) that the new draft of the

Secretariat be accepted.

Mr. PENBERTHY (Union of South Africa) expressed the opinion

that what delegations really desired was hot so much an amendment

to Regulation 11 but a guarantee that in the application of the

Staff Regulations the appropriate provisions of the Constitution

would not be overlooked. On page 97 of Off.Rec.WHO, No.10,

the Interim Commission had recommended that the Staff Regulations
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should be attached to the Rules of Procedure as an annex, This

would mean'that thci Preamble to the Rules of Procedure, appearing

on the tame page, which made it clear that those Rules were under

the authority of the Constitution, would automatically apply to the

Staff Regulations, He therefore considered that the existing

provisions of Regulation 11 should stand and he'proposed that the

committee should adopt the following resolution for consideration

tha ergal Committee

This committee considers it essential that the
Staff Regulations should be attached as an annex to the
permanent Rules of Procedure as recommended by the
Interim Commission (Off.,Reco 10, page 97) and that the
Preamble to the latter should make it clear that the
provisions of the rules and regulations must be read
in conjunction with the appropriate provisions of the
Constitution.

The proposal was supported by Sir DHIRMI NIITRA (India).

11 van Zi lilDE (United States of America), with the consent

of Dr J RNSSON (Norway), withdrew his proposal. in favour of that

of the delegation of South Africa,,

M. SHTYLLA (Albania) said that Article 35 of the Constitution

dealt with general principles with regard to recruitment- of

personnel but the. regulations particularized and gave rules for

the application of those principles, For that reason he was in

favour of the wording which had been proposed by the delegation

of Bulgaria, which stressed the necessity' for recruitment of

staff from among all nations, and he would Further propose

that the following recommendations should be made to the

Director- Generalg

Staff should not be rec cited amongst persons who are
stateless or of unLQ u n nationality, The Director-General
should secure beforehand all the necessary gu;.rantees as to
the political and moral integrity of candidates,

The proposal was seconded by Dr. UNGAR (Czechoslovakia) who
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desired to add tnui, .ii;e ;ri Ly of the in viau,.ÿ :1:.,:;1;7. be

assessed in consultation with his government,

The CHAIRMAN said that an almost unanimous decision had been

reached on the latter point at the previous meeting and discussion

upon it could not be reopened.

M. de LAËT (Belg ;' ) considered that a thorough knowledge of

one of the working languages with a sufficient knowledge of the

second working language should be included in the qualifications

expected of staff,

The committee proceeded to vote on the different proposals

taking first the following amendment by the delegation of Bulgaria:

Due regard shall be paid also to the importance of
recruiting the staff impartially on as wide a geographical
basis as possible from all nations,

A vote taken by show of hands resulted in 8 votes in favour

and 20 against. The amendment was lost.

The resolution proposed by the delegation of the Union of South

Africa, supported by the delegations of India and of the United States

of America, was next put to the meeting:

The committee considers it essential that the staff
regulations should be attached as an annex to the permanent
Rules of Procedure as recommended by the Interim Commission
(Off,Rec.10, page 97) and that the Preamble to the latter
should make it clear that the provisions of the rules and
regulations must be read in conjunction with the appropriate
provisions of the Constitution,

There being no opposition) the resolution was adeeted,

The recommendation to the Director -General proposed by the

delegation of Albania and seconded by the delegation of Czechoslovakia

was then put:
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Staff should not be recruited amongst persons who are

stateless or of unknown nationality. The Director -General should

secure beforehand all the necessary guarantees as to the political

and moral integrity.of candidates.

A vote taken by show of hands resulted in 10 votes in favour and

21 against. The recommendation was not accepted.

Regulation 11, as presented by the Interim .Commission in document

A /AF/"!, was approved.

Regulations 12 and 13 were approved. without discussion.

Regulation 14: M. PENBERTHY (Union of South Africa), secondedby

Mrr. EDMONDS (United Kingdom) and M. BAGHDADI (Egypt), proposed that,

for the sake of consistency, the *opening words: due regards to

Article 35 of the Constitútion and ..." be deleted.

The amendment was accepted.

Dr. UNGAR (Czechoslovakia) said that, with regard to the vacancies

being filled by promotion-of persons already in the service of the

World Health OrganizaUon, it should be made clear that, where there,

was competition, this preference should only be given provided that the

qualifications were equally good.

Mr. SIEGEL (Secretary) drew attention to Article 35 of the

Constitution and suggested that the word: "efficiency ", which was to

be one'of the paramount considerations in employment of staff, met the

point 'raised by the delegation of Czechoslovakia, to which Dr. UNGAR

agreed.

. Regulation 14 as amended was approved.

Regulation 15: Mr. SIEGEL. pointed out that the word "question in

the comparable United, Nations regulation had been replaced by

"conditions".
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M. van $ilé HYDE (United States of America) desired that the

regulation might be so worded, as to allow, rather broader participation

by the staff and suggested that the final words should'be "...

relating to appointment, promotion and conditions of service ".

M. BA.GHDADI (Egypt) asked for information with regard to the

intention cf the regulations was it proposed to give the personnel

an opportunity of participating in the drafting of Rule of Procedure

affecting the staff, or was it intended to give some sort of

recourse to an appellate body on such questions?

Dr. CHISHOLM (Execiítive Secretary of the Interim Commission)

replied that it would be impossible for the staff to participate in

the drafting of regulations because that was.a matter for the Health

Assembly. The intention Of the regulatioxi. was to provide an

opportunity for the staff to participate fully in the discussion of

all conditions affecting their service as between the Organization

and the staff, so that in the drafting and application of staff rules

the whole staff might há e a voice through the staff committee.

which would be set up for that purpose.

M. HAGHDADI (Egypt) said that, in view of the explanation given,

he thought it preferable to retain the word "question ", its

implications being wider than "conditions ".

The amendments proposed by the delegations of the United States

of America and of Egypt were adopted.

Regulation ls, as amended, was approved.

Regulation 16s Mr. SIEGEL (Secretary) noted the extension of

the title, Salaries and Allowances. Amendments had been proposed

by the Secretariat (document A /xF /6. Corr. 1) and by the Australian

delegation (document A /AF/16).
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Dr. van Zile HYDE (United States of America) said Regulation 16

raised difficult points. Everyone realized that the administration

of an international organization was a highly complex matter, in

view of the different backgrounds of experience. The present

problem could be envisaged in two ways. There could be, as it were,

a central point of reference - the United Nations, for instance .4

where the views of experts and governments were available. Or

again, the individual agency concerned could establish its own

pattern in the matter of salaries. The former plan appeared the

sounder of the twos but it was recognized that there might be valid

exceptions to the overall scheme of any central body. Therefore,

it would seen wise for WHO to keep fairly close to the United Nations,

where salaries and allowances were under continuous study, and to

adhere to United Nations scales, except when the Executive Board

considered a departure from those scales justified. He proposed

the following amendment, to constitute the text of Article 16:

"Pending the adoption of a permanent class?_fication
plan, the salaries of the members of the staff other
than the Deputy and Assistant Directors -General shall be
determinad by the Director -General, who shall, except
as approved by the Executive Board, follow the scales
of salaries and allowances of United Nations, in the
same or comparable locations."

Mr. LADIDALE (Australia) withdrew the Australian amendment

(document OF/16) in favour of the United States amen lent.

Mr. HALSTE D (Canada) said the Canadian delegation was always

in favour of following the scale of salaries and allowances of the

United Nations, where the question was closely followed by experts.

He therefore supported the United States proposal, which the

Canadian delegation considered the most effective and practical.

Mr. SIZGiL 'Secretary), concenting on the Secretariat 'proposal

said the first change, which provided that salaries should be

determined on the basis of the duties and responsibilities

performed, was explained by a desire to establish a dio.'netien

concerning job evaluation. The second change followed the lines
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laid down in Article 36 of the Constitution. If it were decided

to use the United States proposal, it might be advisable to do so

in the form of a resolution, in preference to incorporating it in

the actual regulation. The United Nationst Co- ordination Committee

had a consultative committee on administrative problems, which had

reached agreement on some questions, but the question of salaries

had met with difficulties owing to certain specific problems awaiting

solution. It might be assumed that the United States' reference

to the Executive Board meant that the Board wound have to consider

exceptions from the United Nations scales.

Mrr. BJ SON (Norway) appreciated the UniLua States point

of view, but drew attention to another aspect of the question.

There would probably be competition among the specialized agencies

in the recruiting of staff, and ..HO must not be placed in a dis-

advantageous position in getting the best people. The Norwegian

delegation urged the adoption of Regulation 16 in the form published

by the Secretariat in document A/AF /6, with a drafting change, tho

first sentence to read:

"Salaries of staff shall be determined on the
basis of the duties performed and the responsi-
bilities filled."

Ar. DAVIN (New Zealand) said he preferred the Norwegian text)

He suggested, however, that the Secretariat draft of Article 16

implied rigidity, whereas staff might have to be diverted to other

work involving more, or less, responsibility and consequent

fluctuations in salary.

Mr. SIEGLL (Secretary) said that in any plan of job evaluation

the basis used was always the permanent status. Provision might

have to be made to cover the changes which had bzen indicated.

He directed attention, on the general question of salaries,

to document A /AF/13, submitted by the Polish delegation,

The meeting rose at 11.55 aor..


